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Diﬀerences between incumbent Mike McGuire
and Veronica "Roni" Jacobi:
Roni has the engineering background, work experience, guts and leadership record. She
demands IMMEDIATE, COMPREHENSIVE, government binding Climate Change State Of
Emergency Declara ons. Roni's "Climate New Deal ‐ California Good Jobs, Housing & Climate
Plan" creates mul solving solu ons at the speed and scale needed including many measures
from the book DRAWDOWN, the plan to reduce greenhouse gas pollu on to safe historic
levels. Science strongly indicates that greenhouse gas emissions exacerbate wild ﬁres.

Roni disagrees with the following votes and absten ons:
voted for SB 901, which lets PG&E oﬀ the hook for wildfire damages, even
 McGuire
when negligent, and puts us ratepayers on the hook instead for wildfire damages.
The bill also weakens waterway and other environmental protections.
Roni opposed SB 901.



He abstained on AB 7, which outlaws open carry in more public places.
Roni earned the Moms Demand Action Gun Sense Candidate distinction.

abstained on AB 1066, legislation to ensure fair overtime pay for farm workers.
 He
Roni supports farm workers receiving fair overtime pay.
abstained on AB 1352 in 2015, which prevents the deportation of immigrants
 He
for minor drug oﬀenses. Roni supports immigrants.



He voted for SB 1383 in 2016, which created exemptions for the very potent
greenhouse gas, methane. Roni was the first candidate to sign onto The
Climate Mobilization Pledge many years ago, and she signed onto the Declare
Climate Change a Major Disaster petitions on November 4th, 2016 (California
petition). September 28, 2017 (Puerto Rico, Texas, Florida petition). She also has
won 3 awards and other recognitions for her climate and neighborhood activism.

McGuire has taken corporate
money from:
for California Courage Committee,
 Govern
a front group for the charter school
industry ($3,000);

 Verizon ($1,500);
for Kids, another front group for
 EdVoice
the charter school industry ($3,500);
California Chamber of Commerce
 The
($2,000);
California Real Estate PAC, which
 The
opposes bills to protect people in their

homes and establish reasonable rents for
tenants ($9,000);

an insurance company ($1,500);
 Anthem,
and,
Airlines ($2,000), among other
 United
donations.

Roni has taken NO corporate money.
Spread the word!

